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Hello everyone this is Jim and welcome to this special edition of the 1-11-2016 Gateway Portal
Channeling. I thank you all for being here and taking the time to offer yourself in this service. This is a
rare and unique event. We traditionally don’t have a January 1st Gateway Portal Channeling live event,
and we’ve kind of been in a portal as we entered the beginning of 2016. A kind of a continuous portal of
lots of Energies pouring down ever since the 1st of January, and we offer this to you live. And we’ll post
it on the website of course, and then you can go in and download it any time you wish. That will be
posted later on tonight as usual.
Grounding meditation-Take a deep breath and envision yourselves standing on top of Uluru, and be
aware that everyone that’s on this call and that will listen to this session, at any time in the future; their
Energy is here with us. And we’re forming one group entity to magnify the Energies and the results of
this session for the benefit of Earth and humankind and of all the kingdoms of Earth.
As you feel yourself grounded and anchored to Uluru let yourself glide into Uluru, sliding down and
seeing the clay red rock surround you, holding you in its bosom and nurturing you. Feel all the static and
rushing around of the day’s events fade, and feel your body being cleansed and your Chakras being
cleansed by this red rock.
Envision that the Hara Line, the Pillar of Light that extends from the bottoms of your feet all the way to
the Core of Mother Earth, is illuminated. We wrap our roots from the bottoms of our feet and the
tailbone all the way down around the Hara Line to wrap themselves around the Core Crystal.
We invite all the Cosmic Goddesses that have been working with us to wrap their Energies around us and
wrap their roots around our roots. Finally we see the tree trunk forming around us and the roots from this
tree trunk moving down and surrounding all of the roots of the Goddesses and our roots as they’re
wrapped around and held tightly to the Core Crystal.
You can visualize around you, the moss that forms on the outside of the bark of the tree trunk is an
Emerald Green, and you can see around that Divine Mother’s Plum Ray of Rejuvenation is forming, and
as the two colors mix they form the Dark Red & Green of the Guardian of Earthly Abundance, and see
that the tree trunk extends all the way up through the heavens to the Pool of Creation and spreads out in
its branches and leaves into the Pool of Creation.
Now focus on the Core Crystal, and as all of our roots are wrapped around it, see the Amber colored Life
Force Energy of Mother Earth moving up through the bottoms of our feet, all the way up through our
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body, filling our Chakras, filling our 5 Body System and Light Body, and moving up all the way to the
Pool of Creation and filling the Pool of Creation.
Visualize that Great Silent Watcher is standing there at the Pool of Creation and she pours her Turquoise
Blue Light mixed with Gold into the Pool of Creation; Mother of the Cosmos pours her rich Dark Amber
colored Light into the Pool of Creation; and Cosmic Guardian of Compassion’s Pearlescent Peachy
Cream colored Light pours into the Pool of Creation. They all begin to move down through the tree
trunk, through the Antahkarana Cord- the Pillar of Light that extends from the top of your head all the
way up through the tree trunk to the Pool of Creation. All those Lights come pouring into your Crown
Chakra (on top of your head), move down through your body, all the way to bottoms of your feet down to
the Core Crystal; mixing with the Life Force Energy of Mother Earth; and it comes up again, all the way
up through the body, all the way up to the Pool of Creation. It pours down again and all the way up once
more, through the bottoms of the feet all the way up to the Pool of Creation. Take a moment, feel those
Energies pouring up and then pouring back down again.
Now we find ourselves, our consciousness in the Pool of Creation. Feel yourself floating in the Pool of
Creation with all these Lights, all these Energies around you; you’ve absorbed and are resonating with the
vibrations of each one of these Lights and each one of the Qualities of these Lights.
See two Angels standing on the side on the deck beside the Pool of Creation, and we jump onto the deck
and the two trays are being held by our two Angels. We put on our ceremonial robes and cape, take our
Scepters of Power and offer gratitude to these two Angels, and we see in the distance our Beloved Divine
Mother.
At Divine Mother’s Throne- We move towards Divine Mother sitting on her Throne. As we get closer
she stands and raises her arms and the Copper Gold Light from Divine Mother pours out onto us.
We see standing around her Throne. All of the Cosmic Goddesses of the Divine Feminine are standing
behind Divine Mother. Great Silent Watcher with her Scepter of Power held above everyone’s head is
pouring her Turquoise Blue Light. Thousands upon thousands of Silent Watchers and billions of Angelic
Watchers surround us creating a sphere around us.
We see Lord Shiva & Goddess Shakti; Lord Shiva to one side, and Goddess Shakti to the other of Divine
Mother. We kneel before Divine Mother with our Scepters held above our heads. I will give you a
moment to say whatever it is you wish to say to Divine Mother and the entire entourage, whatever prayers
you wish to offer as we begin the year 2016. I leave you here and the next voice that you hear will be that
of our Beloved Nasrin. I wish you the best ever year, this coming year of 2016. So It Is.
2016- A year of Victory for all Divine Moher’s children-adding Golden Brown Light to the Copper
Gold to gain greater victory
Nasrin begins: 8: 56 min- Hello everyone and welcome to the first Gateway Portal Channeling of the
year 2016.
There are a couple of things I would like to explain to you so we can together make it our New Year’s
resolution and carry it and its gifts with us through the year. One of those is that Divine Mother has
chosen to add a Golden Brown colored Light to her Copper Gold, and she explains to us that the
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Brown Golden Brown colored Light carries the Energies of this year. She has also explained to us
that this year, the numbers of the year according to the teachings of Pythagoras and numerology
that we work with at the foundation adds up to nine. Now to understand how that works out, 2016
– 2 + 0 + 1 + 6 = it adds up to 9.
Nine is Divine Mother’s own number; it is also Sanat Kumara’s number. Sanat Kumara is our
Planetary Logos. If you thought of one world leader, that would be him. His consciousness
overlights the entire globe.
So this year we have the presence of Divine Mother and Sanat Kumara by our side. It would be good to
make it our New Year’s resolution to use this knowledge about Divine Mother and Sanat Kumara, and the
fact that it is the year of their numbers to your resolution, and always make sure in every petition, in
every invocation, in every intention to call upon Divine Mother and ask her intercession, and ask
her overlighting presence. And then in her presence call upon Sanat Kumara and ask him as the
father for all of us, the father for our globe, to intercede on your behalf and to help with whatever
decisions, ideas, designs and concepts you have in mind. If you don’t have anything in mind but
you just want to pray, then by all means pray to Divine Mother and ask Divine Mother to call upon
Sanat Kumara on your behalf and request that Sanat Kumara be by your side.
Why is it important to call upon Divine Mother? Because she’s the mother of all mothers; she’s even
Sanat Kumara’s mother. So you go to the highest, most loving, nurturing authority there is and you call
upon that authority. Why is it important to call upon Sanat Kumara? Because he’s the father for all of us,
he is still the son to Divine Mother, and every child is supposed to listen and to obey the desires of his or
her elders. And in this case Sanat Kumara would want to please Divine Mother. So if you went directly
to him you’re only using your own power to request a favor from him. If you go to Divine Mother and
ask through her, you’re using her motherly Energies and her intercession to then call upon Sanat Kumara
for the work to be done. His Energy has great focus. His Energy is the substance of our reality. His
Energy runs like the Life Force that runs through our reality, the 5 Elements. So it behooves us to call
upon Divine Mother and through Divine Mother upon Sanat Kumara. Now take a moment and do just
that before I take you to the next step.
Remember that throughout this year you can go before the Throne of Divine Mother in the same way that
Jim directed you and stand before her and invoke her presence in whatever ideas, designs, thoughts,
projects, concepts, intentions you would like to see accomplished. So that was number one. Number one,
Divine Mother is the Master, the Deity whose Energy and whose number is the number for this year. So
her Energy is prominent.
Now Divine Mother has told us something else about this year of 2016: for those of us who are doing
your work and are walking on the path and are serving in this way- we are serving together- all of you by
coming to these Gateway Portal Channelings, by reading the books, by listening to the previous
channeling sessions, by participating in serving Divine Mother can benefit from this next gift that Mother
gives us. That gift is that she has told us, for those of us who are already on the path and doing this
work, this year will also be a year of victory. That means Goddess Victory, an immensely potent and
powerful Deity, who has been successful in everything she does for the past many hundreds of
thousands of years is also available to us; through the grace and intercession of Divine Mother and the
fact that she has requested the presence of Goddess Victory.
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Goddess Victory’s number is eight, and eight is known universally to be the number for abundance.
So as you do this work throughout the year and get deeper and more engaged in accomplishing the
tasks on behalf of Divine Mother and serving in this way expect abundance to come to you, request
abundance to come to you. Once again go to Divine Mother and request from her the backup of
Goddess Victory.
If you turn number eight to its side it becomes the sign of infinity. That symbol is also part of
Goddess Victory’s alchemical tools, the sign of infinity which is one of the symbols of Goddess
Victory’s own symbology. It’s one sign that she also uses to bring infinite abundance, to bring
infinite victory, to bring infinite wisdom through herself to everyone who follows her, everyone who
obeys her, everyone who serves her. So this will be for those of us who are gathered here today and
continue to work together through the year, a year of victory. Expect projects that haven’t been
moving before to now begin to move forward for you. Expect things to start gaining momentum, and
the way to make sure these things happen is to come before Divine Mother and request her supervision,
her guidance, her intercession.
Now when I began this conversation I mentioned to you that Divine Mother has told us to add a little
touch of Golden Brown to the Copper Gold which is her Signature Energy. So as you imagine standing
before her, envision that she’s sending beams of Copper Gold Light that are now immersed in a
Golden Brown overlighting Energy, Golden Brown Copper Gold. Imagine that she’s sending these
beams from her entire body to all of us. As I continue with this conversation you continue to
imagine that you are being showered with the Golden Brown Copper Gold Light of Divine Mother.
You can even imagine yourself being absorbed into these beams and magnetized inside Divine
Mother’s Body, and sit inside her bosom. Let your skin absorb this Golden Brown Copper Gold
Light. Let your breath inhale this Golden Brown Copper Gold Light. Let your cells absorb, let
your DNA structure become acquainted and the memories of all that you need to empower you to
succeed in this year unfold.
Become aware that to one side of Divine Mother Goddess Victory stands sending her own Platinum
Light with Frosted Blue. To the other side of her Sanat Kumara stands sending Fuchsia Pink
Light. Sanat Kumara’s Signature Energy is Fuchsia Pink. Goddess Victory’s Signature Energy is
Platinum with Frosted Blue. Goddess Victory has many different varieties of colored Lights. Her basic
always goes to colored Light, is Platinum, and the Frosted Blue is for empowerment, to empower you to
absorb the Platinum. And for now, imagine the two of them standing in front of you and giving you
these Energies.
Significance of colors and coloreds Lights- I want to explain to you the significance of colors and
coloreds Lights. So as you are absorbing the Light from all three of these Deities I want to give you a
quick reminder of the significance of using colors and using colored Lights.
In our world, in the 3rd Dimension, we use colors. There are three primary colors, blue, red and
yellow. All other colors that we experience come from some combination of these three primary
colors. For example when you mix blue and yellow you get green. When you mix red and yellow you
get orange. When you mix blue and red you get purple or magenta depending on the combination. So the
7 colors of the rainbow which we experience are basically an extension of the three primary colors. Then
of course we have white and we have black. You add white to anything it becomes lighter. For example
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you add white to red it becomes pink. You add white to yellow it becomes a lemony yellow, and if you
add more white it becomes a light beige, a creamy colored white or an off-white. You add white to blue
and it becomes a baby blue. You add white to green and it becomes a baby green. So adding white to
any color makes it lighter, in the same way adding black to any color makes it darker. For the most part,
if you add just a drop of black it might just become darker, if you add more than that it either becomes a
dark gray or the black basically consumes the other color and turns everything into a very dark gray or
black. That’s colors.
If you add the three primary colors together, if you add blue and yellow and red together invariably you
get gray. Mixing those three basically turns all of them into neutral. Gray is a neutral color. Depending
on what combination you use it could be a very light gray to a very dark gray. If there are more blues and
reds in it, it would be a darker gray. If there’s more yellow in it, it would be a lighter gray. So that’s the
energy of colors.
Colored Lights- in our world, colored lights have the significance of playing the role of a higher quality.
Those qualities come from their higher aspect. So think of the colored Lights which these Deities carry as
the Higher Self, or Higher Aspect of the colors which we use in our world. In the case of Lights, a lot of
the rules and laws that apply to colors in our realm are also applicable to the Lights with some exceptions.
For example, in the case of the Lights it’s not necessarily true that there are only three primary colors. In
fact in the case of the Lights there’s only one primary color and that is Pure White Light. Everything that
we experience in terms of colored Lights comes from Pure White Light. When Pure White Light is going
into a prism and coming out fractured- out of the prism in the colors of the rainbow. So the 7 colors of
the rainbow that you see in the air when on a rainy day the sun comes out and those colors of the rainbow
become vivid and you see them from one end starting from magenta and purple going to blue and green
and yellow and then turning into orange and red, and again from red to purple and magenta. That is the
embodiment of Pure White Light that is coming from the rays of the sun being fractured through the
prism of the rain. Now why is that significant? It’s significant because each of those lights which carry
an aspect of Pure White Light also carry a Quality and this is why we talk about Sanat Kumara’s
Light for Earth being Fuchsia Pink, Divine Mother’s Light for Earth being Copper Gold, or that
she has decided for this year to add Golden Brown to her Copper Gold to make it more potent and
powerful, more healing for us.
When you understand the significance of colored Lights you can appreciate these gifts that they give us
and the ways in which they shower upon us their colored Lights. You will then be in a position to use
those Qualities more wisely and have an understanding of the significance of those colored Lights so
when Jim or I say wrap yourself in the Pearlescent Peachy Cream of Compassion it would then make
sense to you to understand that it’s not an abstract thing out there but this Light of Compassion which is
actually a complex variation of the 7 colors of the rainbow.
The seven lights of the rainbow are in fact an Energy coming to Earth and there are Guardians behind it
who administers healing to each of us. One such being, her name is Goddess of Compassion; her Energy
is Energy of Compassion. The Light is a Pearlescent Peachy Cream and that Light can come to each of us
as we receive it, be embodied by each of us so it can administer healing upon us, and then through each of
us it can be anchored on Earth. Thereby allowing us to be of service to Earth. This is the important part
because you gain merits exponentially when you anchor the Energies on behalf of these Deities so that
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others can benefit from it. You gain merits to begin with when you receive it and allow it to be
administered to you and your own Energy begins to rejuvenate from it and that Quality begins to unfold
in your life, in this case, the Energy of Compassion.
You will begin to have less judgment, you will begin to have compassion on other people, you will be
able to put yourself in someone else’s shoes without experiencing hardship, concern, division, annoyance,
hatred, aggression, those are very important things to be able to accomplish in a world where we have
become so polarized, where everybody is blaming everyone else for their plight.
Imagine how wonderful it would be when you are able to be neutral, to be in a position not to blame
anyone else for anything and to not even blame yourselves for anything, just accepting things the way
they are and living in a place where you feel safe, you feel secure, you feel compassionate, you feel
overwhelmingly imbued and engulfed in the Energies of Compassion.
So this year Divine Mother is telling us that she wishes to give us the Energies of a Golden Brown.
Now let’s figure out where brown comes from. Brown itself is a complex color. The reason why it’s
complex is that it has a combination of primary and secondary colors. To get brown, first you have
to mix the red and the yellow to get green, and then you have to mix the green and the red to get
brown. So here are two layers deep of three colors being combined.
Now Divine Mother also wants to give us Gold. Gold itself is a higher level Light as is the Quality
that Gold represents, the Quality that the color Gold represents as well the Quality that Gold, the
Sacred Metal represents. Both the Sacred Metal Gold and the color Gold which carries
Shimmering Golden Light in it are here to transmute negativity, that’s the main objective of the
Sacred Metal Gold, and the main objective of the color that emanates the Quality of that Sacred
Metal Gold. Gold is a very highly evolved Sacred Metal. It’s a highly evolved Light. The
Shimmering Golden Light can penetrate into darkness and transmute darkness.
Now as I mentioned, the Qualities of Lights, colored Lights have similarities with qualities of colors with
some exceptions. In our world if you add a drop of black to any other color it can make it darker but let
that original color maintain its color, or it can consume it. When it comes to Lights there’s no such
thing as black light. There’s either Light or absence of Light. Darkness which is the closest thing
to the color black is the absence of Light.
So when it comes to Lights everything stems from Pure White Light; which goes into a prism, breaks into
a fracture of 7 colored Lights. Those 7 colored Lights, we experience them as the same 7 colors of the
rainbow as we do in our 3rd Dimension with the colors that we experience with our eyes. However, Pure
White Light also goes through the prism and carries others colors on the side as well. Gold and Silver,
Gold and Platinum- whether you use the Platinum part of the spectrum or the Silver part of the spectrum,
both Platinum and Silver are Energies that soften up the harshness, while Gold penetrates into the
darkness and releases, removes and transmutes negativity. Silver and Platinum fill that space with the
Feminine Energy, with soft, smooth cloud like Ethereal Energies.
We attribute the color of Gold to the sun which carries the male Energy. We attribute Silver and
Platinum to the moon which carries female Energies. The sun is a male Energy with Gold as its
Signature Light, Gold & Yellow Light. The moon is a Shimmering Silver Platinum Light. So the two
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play a role in the polarity of male and female or masculine and feminine, so you use the color of Silver
Shimmering Light to bring in the Feminine Energy, to bring softness, to bring spreading of the Energies,
and you do the same with Platinum, whereas with Gold you bring focus, the male Energy, it’s laser sharp.
It can penetrate deep and sharp into the darkness and bring in the Light. This is why Divine Mother has
chosen the color Gold as one of the basic parts of her Signature Energy because for her to be able to help
us and to pour her loving, nurturing Light upon us she needs that deep penetration that Gold provides.
Now why does she normally use the Copper? Copper also has a transmutational quality, but it also has a
quality of removal of pain, removal of struggles. Copper has a tendency to bring to healing whatever it
touches. Right now there are copper bangles and bracelets, anklets that people wear because they suffer
from joint pain, they suffer from arthritis, they suffer from various ailments and copper has been proven
to help with pain. Right now it is also scientifically shown that copper can transmute germs and prevent
the spreading of germs around. So a lot of the hospitals are using the substance of the Sacred Metal that
is called Copper, that is copper and are spraying it in spray form on surfaces or using sheets of copper as
surfaces where people touch door handles, door knobs in public areas, handrails. In public areas in
hospitals, in train station, in buses they are now using copper as a medium that prevents the spread of
disease.
So again, why is Divine Mother using Copper as her Quality? Because it prevents the spread of
germs, it prevents the spread of negativity. In our reality in the 3rd Dimension it’s in the form of
bacteria and virus. In higher dimensions for it to penetrate to our dimension so Divine Mother
from her Throne in the 122nd can reach to us in the 3rd, she uses the Quality of the Sacred Metal
Copper and its ability to absorb the negativity to itself and make way for healing to use it as her
Signature Energy.
So originally when we were introduced to Divine Mother she requested that we use her Copper Gold
Light as the Light which she sends to us, the Light which we receive from her and bathe in to raise our
own vibration to be in her Energy. So make it your New Year’s resolution and continue throughout the
year, to always see yourself surrounded by the Copper Gold of Divine Mother. On top of that for this
year of 2016 be reminded that she has given us a new dimension to her Copper Gold, adding the Golden
Brown. Why is she giving the Golden Brown a chance for this month, for this year, for the year 2016? It
is because the energetic vibration of the year vibrates to that Golden Brown. The coming together of that
Golden Brown mixed with her Copper Gold and the Energy of this year is a good one.
Think of a year from its beginning from 1st of January to 31st of December as an entity, an Energy,
a Being. Think that this Being, a little Angel that is the container, is the guardian for the year 2016.
In this case this Angel is born at the stroke of midnight when it becomes 12:01 on 1st of January and
then it goes through and it ages. The lifespan of this little Angel is one year, 365 days. In the case
of 2016 it’s 366 days because this is a leap year. So that’s the life span, and I always say in the
beginning of the New Year, when the year is newborn, it is pure, it is innocent, it is clean, it is like a gift
that you just take out of a gift box.
That brings me to the second thing that I want to tell you about this year and the resolutions that we
should make together. It’s really easy to meditate, it’s really easy to pray when the year is new, when the
year hasn’t seen pain and struggle and misery and hunger and starvation and storms and natural or
manmade disasters, and the year is pure and innocent. At the beginning of each year I am so amazed at
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how easy it is to meditate and how much my body wants me to just sit and meditate and listen to the
mantras and basically due nothing except be with Divine Mother and pray. And towards the end of the
year I am so amazed at how heavy the year becomes and how intense my body feels. I am bursting at the
seams, I gain weight, I feel I can’t be motivated, I can’t do anything; even prayer is hard. And every time
that I hear from one or the other of you guys telling me what a hard time you’re having towards the end of
the year I keep saying, say the prayers because the prayers are the only way we can penetrate into the
quagmire of the darkness and the pain that the year has picked up. Imagine that that Angel who comes to
life at the stroke of midnight in each New Year has lived its life by the time it gets to be middle of
December. It’s at its most fragile point because it only has hours and minutes to live. Its life is at its
completion point, it’s at its old age, and we are embraced by that Angel who can’t wait to be done and
that’s why it gets so hard.
So what I want to suggest as we enter this New Year, as we’re only a few days into the first month of the
year, and we move into the first quarter, make a point of praying as much as possible, meditating as
much as possible, bathing in this Copper Gold mixed with Golden Brown colored Light, and sit
with Divine Mother and absorb as much of it as you can because the more you do now the easier
the rest of the year becomes. Do the easy part of the job now while it is easy to do it and save it,
save those merits for the end of the year where it gets harder.
Each year as the Energy of the year is new, as the entity of the year, that Angel of the year is new, you
pave the path for what you want to accomplish during the year. You pave the path to fully accomplish all
that you intend by the time of completion. Imagine what a great outcome it would be if by the time you
reach the first quarter you are more than half way there. And how can you do that? You can do it by
prayer, you can do it by invocation, you can do it by meditation, and when I say you can do it by prayer,
there’s two ways that you pray.
One is that you sit and you keep asking and praying for the things that you feel you need to
accomplish during the course of the year, calling upon Divine Mother’s intercession. Mother this
year I want to complete this course of training. Mother this year I want to plant my vegetable garden and
get into gardening. Mother this year I want to learn this language. This year I want to give a hundred
hours of selfless service towards a charitable foundation. This year I want to lose 12 pounds. This year I
want to, whatever it is that you want to accomplish, from the most simple, and what may seem trivial to
the most complex and wishful thought that may or may not unfold in your own mind, that can be your
prayer. That’s one way of praying. To me that’s praying to set intentions and to me setting intentions
and praying are the same thing, or at least they are part of the same complex.
Now here’s another way you can pray. In this second way, you offer everything to Mother, and you
say I pray for Divine Mother, I pray to Divine Mother for Divine Mother, and I pray that Divine
Mother wills for me the highest and the best things, and in order for those prayers to gain
momentum I’m going to offer the 108 names of Goddess Lakshmi, I’m going to offer 500 rounds of
the prayer of the rosary. I’m going to offer saying the name of Divine Mother a thousand times.
I’m going to offer listening to spiritual music, I’m going to listen to the sounds of Jupiter, listen to the
sounds of Mars.
There’s a series of CDs I believe put out by NASA that are sounds of the humming sounds of various
planetary bodies, and it really is wonderful to meditate to them. I’m going to listen to Gregorian Chant.
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I’m going to listen to the sounds of dolphins. All of those are a form of prayer because you go to a state
of deep meditation where you feel bliss, you feel joy, you feel gratitude. When you come out of that
feeling, when you come out of that meditation, whether you induce it to, by listening to prayers or saying
the prayers yourselves, when you come out of it you carry that Energy with you for part of the day, all of
the day, sometimes you carry it with you for the whole week.
Now I’m going to add to this list one other very important suggestion and that is doing one of the guided
meditations, doing your grounding meditation, listening to Jim’s voice, going up to the Pool of Creation,
sitting in the Pool of Creation and bringing all of those Cosmic Guardians and praying with them, to
them, with them to Divine Mother.
Next step is, going to the Pool of Creation, coming out and standing right where we are, standing
right now and seeing yourself bathe in the Copper Gold mixed with Golden Brown. Seeing
Goddess Victory to one side, Sanat Kumara to the other side, and just sitting there and bathing in
those Energies. Going inside her bosom, sitting in there and imagining that you are holding a
prayer of rosary beads and you’re saying Divine Mother, Divine Mother, Divine Mother, Divine
Mother, Divine Mother, Divine Mother. It might take six of those before you feel the bliss, it might
take a hundred of those before you feel the bliss, you will feel the bliss. If you don’t feel the bliss the first
time and the second time, you will feel it the third, the fourth and the fifth, but every time you do it you
gain merits and those merits go towards everything you need for the rest of the year.
When we take one step towards these Deities, especially Divine Mother, she takes a hundred steps
towards us. That’s a given. That has been proven to me for myself, and in this lifetime for those of
you who have allowed me to be privy to your lives. You take up her name, you take up the joy of
standing in her presence, she will fill your heart, your mind, your body, your soul, your spirit with
so much love, so much joy, you would be a different person instantaneously. There’s great joy in
experiencing yourself in her presence. There’s great joy in experiencing yourself absorb that
Golden Brown Copper Gold Light, and if you can get to that point where you absorb it and pray at
the same time, then you are mixing the two suggestions that I have put out to you, the two ways of
praying. 1: which is setting intentions 2: which is meditating.
That’s why I say doing one of these meditations, the guided meditations that Jim and I offer to you
through the Mystery School, whether you go to the Gateway Portal Channelings or those of you who take
the courses and go and review one of the courses that you already have in your folder. It just gives you so
much ammunition to build a future of joy and pave the path for her to walk ahead of you and show you
the way. Because when you are exposed to the Energies of Divine Mother in these meditations you are
not only meditating, you are also praying, you’re not only praying for yourself but you are also serving
multitudes and masses. So you gain merits for being in her presence, you gain joy, peace, harmony,
prayers answered because you are in her presence.
If you have earned the merits to be in her presence then obviously she wants to make things happen for
you, otherwise you wouldn’t be in her presence. At the same time you gain merits exponentially for
receiving her Energies through your body, your 5 Body System and becoming an antenna of her Energy
while you’re receiving from her and transmitting to all the others. While you’re receiving from her and
anchoring it to Earth, while you’re receiving from her and touching everyone that you cross paths with.
They may never know that their lives changed because of you. They may never know they went to the
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movie theater and they sat on the seat that you had sat before them. They may never know that they stood
at the same point, passing on the shelves of a grocery store that you had paused to pick up something
from the shelf, but something happened to them that changed their lives, but Mother knows that you were
the instrument for changing the lives of people you didn’t even see eye to eye, you didn’t even touch
physically, but you touched them to the core of their beings, and for that Mother will give you the merits.
She will give you the merits for the rest of this lifetime and beyond. She will see to it that everything will
line up for you.
I was reading a little book that is Jim’s by Sri Aurobindo, a devotee of Divine Mother who himself and
his wife, known as Sweet Mother were Saints, they were highly evolved living Masters but the two of
them were devoted to Divine Mother, and they wrote and talked about Divine Mother and they blessed
people, touched people, transferring the Energies of Divine Mother. Aurobindo in this little book that is
called “The Mother”, it’s a tiny little book. He says “Divine Mother would not go to anybody’s house if
there is chaos, if there is negativity, if there is hatred, if there is greed, if there is meanness. She will only
knock on the doors of people who are open hearted, people who are willing to receive her. She will only
embrace people who embrace her Light, who have the goodness within them to receive her loving
compassion.
His words are much more eloquent then mine but this is what I got from the words of Sri Aurobindo and
it made me cry, because the thought in my mind and heart was: how blessed are we that she not only
comes to our homes, to our hearts, but she makes us the instruments of her will, her work? She allows us
to do her work for her. How blessed are we? How special are we to have gained the merits to serve her in
these ways in this lifetime? How many lifetimes must we have done good work to have earned the merit
to be here today? We look around us and the world is in extreme chaos but we are fortunate enough to be
able to be neutral. We are fortunate enough to be the instrument of her love, her nurturance, her Life
Force being spread throughout our world. We are the antenna for receiving and transmitting her Light to
our world. How special is that.
So let’s make it our New Year’s resolution that we pray, that we bathe in the Copper Gold Golden
Brown colors of Divine Mother. That we give our ego, our fears, our negativity, our insecurities all
to her and ask her to wash it off, wash it away with her Golden Brown Copper Gold Light, and
keep washing it and keep making us more pure, more receptive to her loving nurturance, peeling
those layers, making us more pure, making us shine even brighter, making us the element the
instrument of her love, of her will.
Sometimes she says in jest but I know she means it. She says you take care of my work; I’ll take care of
yours. And when she says that, I know she’s saying, I take care of your kids, I take care of your
grandkids, I take care of your husband, I take care of the foundation, I take care of everyone who
participates in the work of the foundation, I take care of the books, all you need to do, you just take care
of me. You sit and you pray and you talk to me. You say the prayers, you take a walk and you offer that
walk to me, you cook some food and as you’re cooking, as you’re chopping the ingredients you just say
Divine Mother, Divine Mother, Divine Mother. You put that food on the table and you say I offer this
food, I offer this feast to Divine Mother. You go grocery shopping and as you’re paying you’re thanking
me for the ability to have bought these groceries, for the ability to have chosen good food, to be able to
offer it to me, to other Deities, that is received. I’ll take care of you because you are taking care of me,
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and honestly that’s all I’m doing. When I take care of her it’s not like I can release her pain or her
worries or I can give her advice, none of us can, but we can do a lot. We can take a shower and under the
shower say Divine Mother, Divine Mother, Divine Mother.
One of the members of this group said, “Nas will you make a Divine Mother prayer bead for me. I have
a whole bunch of them but none of them are the Divine Mother one.” I said I will make it but it will be
awhile. So she wrote back and she said I can’t say the prayers unless I have that rosary bead. And my
response was, don’t wait for the rosary beads, don’t find for yourself excuses for not doing it. You don’t
need an external object to bring you closer to Divine Mother. You need to be close to Divine Mother
without any preps and tools and gadgets. How hard is it to say Divine Mother, Divine Mother, Divine
Mother under your breath wherever you are, whatever you’re doing? How hard is it to keep thinking of
her? How hard is it to wind yourself at night when you go to sleep to say, thank you Mother, I love you
Mother, I bathe in your Copper Gold Light, I breathe your Copper Gold Light, I live in your Copper Gold
Light?
Recently she said, “Pray for me” and I said, “Mother who do I pray to in order to pray for you?” She
said “pray to me”. I said, “Mother, how do I pray for you?” She said, “you pray for me just by saying I
pray to Divine Mother.” And I said, “Mother, what do I pray for?” And she said, “I’m not going to tell
you what you pray for, I know what you’re praying for. You don’t need to know what you are praying
for. You don’t need to know my needs. You don’t need to carry that burden.”
So, I came to Jim and I said, “Divine Mother is asking that we pray for her”, and he said more or less the
same thing that I said. He said, “how, how do we do that?” I said “basically we say, I pray to Divine
Mother for Divine Mother.” Now until the moment that I said that I really hadn’t thought of it that way,
like this is a mantra, this is a prayer. I pray for Divine Mother to Divine Mother. I pray to Divine
Mother for Divine Mother. So a few hours later Jim came back and said, I don’t know what the number
was but he said, “I said it this many hundreds of times.” It didn’t take him long. He said, “I just decided
that I’m going to let that run in the back of my mind and I kept saying it and kept saying it” and then the
next day he said “all night I’d wake up and I was saying I pray to Divine Mother for Divine Mother;” and
I realized that is a form of prayer. You see, it is as simple as that.
Sometimes we think, who am I to pray for Divine Mother? But if she thinks that we can, and our prayers
make a difference, who are we not to. And surely if we have earnt the merit for her to want to knock on
our doors, if we have reached the point where she comes to us and says pray for me, then who are we to
question her wisdom. Because if we say who am I to pray for you, basically what we’re saying is, are you
for real? You want me to pray for you? I’m not good enough to pray for you. So basically we’re telling
her that we know more than she does.
If she wants us to pray for her she knows that we can be a force, we can make a difference. We certainly
can make a difference in her life, for her intentions and what she wants to accomplish on our behalf,
otherwise she wouldn’t waste her time telling us to pray, to pray to her for her. She is the highest
authority, she is the creative force. From her all the Deities come. To her all the Light returns. All the
Deities take the Lights and the Qualities that those Lights represent and with it they create all manifest
creation. She’s asking us to pray for her, and in order to pray for her we have to go to her as the highest
authority. There is an aspect of her which is nonmanifest but we don’t know that aspect. We only know
the aspect that has taken form and is communicating with us. So we go to that aspect and we pray to that
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Being and we say I’m here to pray for you because I love you, because I want to serve you, and because
you have asked me to and I trust that you know what you’re doing. Your will be done.
Take a moment before we close this session and see Divine Mother, and get absorbed into her bosom
and feel her Golden Brown Light overlighting her Copper Gold. Feel her heart beating with love
for each of us, for this world we live in, for this Earth who’s going through her growing pains, for
the consciousness of all souls who are also going through their growing pains, for the paradigm that
is shifting to raise the consciousness of all souls.
As we each envision ourselves siting in her bosom, let’s pray to her for her, and let’s make it our 2016
resolution that everything we do, everything we say, everything we think be offered as a garland, as a
prayer at her feet. We pray to her for her, and we bathe in the Golden Brown Copper Gold Light of
Divine Mother and we bless her in this year of 2016, and we pour out from our own hearts the same
Golden Brown Copper Gold Light and offer it at her feet.
Let your Energies mix with her Energies, and then offer her back this Light, this beautiful Light of purity
which she has offered us as the container of this year, a baby Angel that is only 11 days old as we speak.
Let’s offer her this pure and innocent Angelic Being, and let’s ask her that we can maintain the purity of
heart, mind, body and soul throughout this year.
Let’s take the hem of her robes and invoke her to help us trust her in all our endeavors; trust her
without limitation, without fears, without involvement of our ego, without involvement of the
individual personality aspects. Let us call her to give us the ability to express and experience
unconditional love and acceptance, unconditional love and acceptance of her. If we can get to a point
where we can express and feel unconditional love and acceptance towards Divine Mother we will be able
to experience that towards ourselves, which then means we can live feeling safe and secure within these
bodies because we and her are enough, each of us individually backed by her bathing in her love is
enough. We don’t need other people’s love, and when we don’t hook ourselves to anybody, they give it
unconditionally because we’re not begging it, we’re not enabling them, we’re not demanding it, we’re
being neutral.
Have you noticed when you desperately want something it never happens? When you go into that neutral
place where you say ah if it happens, thank you, if it doesn’t I will survive. That’s when it happens.
So let’s take the hem of her robes and say,
“Mother give me your grace so I can have unconditional love, unconditional acceptance towards you.
Let me experience your unconditional love, unconditional acceptance. Teach me so I can then
experience that and spread that experience towards myself and everyone else, and I offer that to you. I
pray to you for you. Every breath that I take from this moment until the container of this year ends is
offered to you as a prayer for you. Every action that I take through this year is offered to you as a
prayer to you for you. Every thought that I think is a prayer for you to you. Let each of those thoughts
be filled with love and joy. Let each of those actions be filled with victory. Let each breath be filled
with health and wholeness, rejuvenation, renewal, regeneration. Let me move beyond my own
limitations and expectations. Let me be the embodiment of your will and accomplish above and beyond
all limitations and expectations, even beyond your expectations. Let me please you beyond your
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expectation of what I can achieve and accomplish. This is my prayer. This is my gift to you our
Beloved Divine Mother, for this entire year. This is our resolution. We thank you for all you have
given us in all these years, in all these lifetimes, and all that you will continue to give us, all that is
beyond our dreams and imaginations. We ask you to continue to walk ahead of us, to carry us in your
bosom, to make us compassionate, to teach us to serve you in even greater ways then we have done so
far, and we ask this in the presence of Goddess Victory and our Beloved Sanat Kumara, the father for
our globe. So It Is.”
You may stay and say your personal prayers for as long as you wish until we meet again next month.
May this be the best year yet for all of us.
So It Is.
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